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Commentary:
Celebrities go too far in
making fun of Japan tragedy
PAGE II

Biology students work with NASA
Written by:

_

Annarely Rodriguez
On April 19, NASA will launch
its last Space Shuttle Endeavor
mission. When the shuttle returns on
May 3, Heidi Mederos and Richard
Sung, freshmen biology majors, will
perfonn a series of experiments on tin
aystals that the shuttle will bring back.
The students will study how
crystals form and grow in space. On
Earth, their formation is constrained
by gravity, which causes defects in
the crystals. In space, the decrease
in gravity, or microgravity, allows
the crystals to grow larger and with
fewer defects.
Dimitri Giarikos, Ph.D., associate
professor and coordinator of sciences
in the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences, will supervise the students.
He said, "It's a unique
opportunity because very few
experiments go into space, especially
now when even fewer shuttles are
going into space."
The NASA team will take
samples of tin chloride and zinc
to space where the astronauts will
combine them to create the crystals.
When they return, Giarikos and
the students will analyze them
and compare them to the crystals
produced on Earth.

"The biggest question is how
are they going to be different? We
have seen in previous experiments
that the crystals form better in space,
but no one has seen them under an
electron microscope," said Giarikos.
The team will produce a series of
crystals under different temperatures,
chemical concentrations and other
conditions to get a wider variety
of crystals to compare to the
space crystals.
Giarikos said microgravity research could benefit the biomedical
and drug development fields by
giving more definitive information
about protein crystals. Since the
crystals develop clearer in space, the
information is easier to retrieve.
Barry
Pearlman,
principal
investigator and associate lecturer,
was involved in a similar experiment
in 2003 when the Columbia Shuttle
exploded. He asked that Giarikos
and the two students be involved in
the experiment.
Mederos said she had not
considered conducting research
during her freshman year.
"I thought it was mainly
reserved for graduate or older
students, so I felt privileged when Dr.
Giarikos offered me the opportunity
SEE NASA2

World-reno"1ned
neurologist speaks
about Mind-Body
Medicine
liVi-itten by:
Samantha Harfenist
Vilayanur S. Ramachandran,
M.D., Ph.D., spoke to more than
400 students, faculty and staff
about cognition, psychophysics and
phantom limb pain in the Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts
Center on March 24.
Ramachandran's lecture was
part of the Farquhar College of
Arts and Sciences' Distinguished
Speakers Series. The series features
a different theme each year and hosts
several speakers to discuss issues
relating to it. This year's theme
is Identity.
Don Rosenblum, Ph.D., dean
of the Farquhar College of Arts
and Sciences, said Ramachandran

was recommended as a speaker by
faculty in the college.
"Dr. Ramachandran is recognized as a leader in research on the
brain and its role in cognition and
identity. His work is relevant in
many domains including psychology,
biology, medicine, the arts and
humanities," said Rosenblum.
Ramachandran is renowned for
his work with phantom limb pain,
which happens when an individual
feels pain in an amputated limb.
He talked about using his mirror
box, which creates an optical illusion
by reflecting the existing limb to trick
the mind into thinking the amputated
limb can still be manipulated.
Ramachandran also said that women

SEE NEUROLOGIST 3
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Scanning electron microscope picture of tin crystals in NSU's lab. Two freshmen, Heidi Mederos and Richard Sung, will compare this and other crystals to the ones
formed in space after the Space Shuttle Endeavor returns from a mission on May 3 .

Organization raises
funds for Japan
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez
The Nova International Student
Association will host a candlelight
vigil on March 31 at 7 p.m. at Gold
Circle Lake to remember the lives
lost in the Japan earthquake.
Japanese traditions will be
honored at the vigil where attendees
will release floating candles on the
lake as a tribute to the dead.
Nhee Vang, graduate assistant
for International Student Affairs,
said, "NISA is geared toward helping
international students so they should
be first ones involved."
At the vigil, three Japanese
students will share how the
earthquake affected them. There
will also be a poem reading and a
ceremony to light the candles.
Vang said the organization
hopes to raise $1,000 to help Japan.

The earthquake and tsunami that hit Japan on March 11 left the coastal area buildings in rubble .

All funds will go to the Japanese
Consulate in Miami. Vang said the
Japanese government will give all
funds directly to the victims and
their families.
Students can bring cash dona-

lions to the vigil. Vang said, an
online platform for donations is also
being constructed.
He said NISA received help

SEE JAPAN 2
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to take part in such an experiment," she said.
Giarikos said he selected the two students
from his general chemistry II honors class. He said
Mederos and Sung showed that they've grasped
the subject and had good lab results.
"I guess it pays to be good in class," said
Giarikos.
Mederos agreed.

She said research gives students the
opportunity to apply what they learn in class.
"It is a valuable learning experience which
makes you grow as a student and also adds a
distinctive touch to your resume," she said.
Mark Kelly, Arizona Representative Gabrielle
Gifford's husband, will command the shuttle
mission in April.

NSU cares for
baby booniers
Written by:
Annarely Rodriguez
....
... ....... ..... ... ....... .... .. ........ ......
The Health Professions Division will host a
health fair for baby boomers and seniors on April
3 at 1 p.rn. at the Terry Building located at 3200 S.
University Dr.
At the sixth annual Boomers and Beyond, A
Day for Health and Wellness, people over 40 can
get screenings and information about their physical
and psychological health and care.
. Michelle Gagnon-Blodgett, Psy.D., planning
committee chair for the event, said, "It's a great
chance for the public to come talk to the experts
who are very much on the high end. They don't just
teach. They research and practice in their fields.
That's something that is very unique; the quality of
our health care providers."
Gagnon-Blodgett also said the fair was a way
to showcase to the community all the services and
programs NSU offers to baby boomers and seniors.
"[The geriatric field] is losing [professionals]
and [universities are] meeting a very small
percentage of that need. There are not enough
people who have the training," she said.
At the fair, attendees will also be able to turn
in expired medications for proper disposal, enter
raffles, play Beatles Rock Band and get legal advice
from attorneys in elder law. Also, the Center for
Hearing and Cornmunication will donate amplified
phones for people with hearing problems.
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more money within the next three weeks.
Naoko Kurata, second-year marine
biology student at the Oceanographic
Center and member of NISA, said when
she first heard about the earthquake in her
homeland she wanted to do something, but
did not know what.
"[Japan] absolutely needs help and
I was feeling very frustrated because I
couldn't do anything being so far away,"
she said.
She emailed Vang and started
brainstorming ideas.
"I feel so blessed to have NISA. I
couldn't have done rnuch without their
help," she said.

planning the event and raising money
from Ablaze, the Undergraduate Student
Government Association, the Division of
Student Affairs, the Graduate Business
StudentAssociation,Anthony J. DeNapoli,
Ed.D., executive director of the Office
of International Affairs, Terry Morrow,
assistant dean of Student Affairs in the
College of Allied Health and Nursing.
"When something like this happens,
people get on board willing to help out,"
Vang said. "They understand that even
though it is short notice, it is important
and they are willing to help out any way
they can."
Vang said NISA hopes to host a
comedy show and other events to raise

Joydel Trail
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HPD students, supervised by faculty, will
perform the screenings, which include peripheral
artery disease, body max index (BMI), glucose,
blood pressure, bone density, cholesterol, fall risk,
foot health, memory, medication, mental health,
skin health and social well-being.
"Last year, we had a lot of boomers, a lot of
whom were uninsured or underinsured so they
couldn't afford the screenings," said GognonBlodgett. "So a lot of people could be pre-diabetic
and not know that [because they can't afford the
screenings]."
She said there will be a fall prevention team
at the fair who will assess a person's chances
of falling. There are several factors that could
contribute to someone falling including fear of
falling, inner ear problems and environmental
factors. The team will type up a report of their
assessment, which they will give to the patients
so that they may take it to their primary doctor for
a follow-up.
Gagnon-Blodgett said this year's fair will
also feature entertainment. There will be live
performances by The Broward College Jazz
Combo and the Brazilian Voices. Parkinson's
Disease: A Journey in Creativity will be displayed
at the fair to celebrate April as Parkinson's
awareness month.
For more information, please contact
954-NSU-CARE (954-678-2273) or visit www.
nova.edu/healthcare/boomers.
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NEUROLOGIST from 1

can experience phantom pain from
surgically removed breasts and
uteri, even experiencing phantom
menstrual cramps long after the
uteri are removed. Men experience a
similar sensation when their penis is
surgically removed.
Neurons in the brain connected
to the penis are located next to
those of the feet. In one experiment,
Ramachandran's
patient
noted
that, by stimulating his foot, he felt
phantom sensations in the area where
his penis was. This was because of
the interconnection made by the
neurons. The neurologist jokingly
said his patient wanted to start

learning tap dancing.
His work in synesthesia, in
which people will see music or
smell colors, made him famous. The
neurologist said 1 in 50 people are
affected by the disorder.
Artists, poets and writers are
among the most
afflicted with
synesthesia. He hypothesized that
this is because such people are
better at using metaphors, which
involves linking two items that
have seemingly no connection.
Although synesthesia is common,
Ramachandran explained there is an
evolutionary reason everyone does
not have it.

"You need people, other than
artists, in a population. You don't
want your doctor getting 'artsy'
[while he's operating)," he said.
Ramachandran said it was hard
to predict the future of neuroscience
because the science was in its infancy.
He likened modem neurology to
early 20th century physics, saying
that the puzzle pieces are there, but
neurologists must find out how they
fit together.
Jamie Tartar, Ph.D., associate
professor in the Farquhar College
of Arts and Sciences, said, "Every
time I see my students starting to
get bored, I start to talk about Dr.

Ramachandran," she said.
Rachana Tallapalli, freshman
biology major, said Ramachandran
was very engaging.
"I thought that his lecture was
mind-blowing and enlightening,"
she said."
Newsweek named Ramachandran one of the 100 most prominent
people to watch in the 21st century.
He was awarded the honorary life
fellowship by the Royal Institution
of Great Britain as well as the Henry
Dale Medal in 2005.

News
Briefs
Biology alumni to
participate In panel
The Office of Career Development will host a panel with
four biology alumni to guide
students in the process of
applying for and attending
professional schools. The
panel will be held on March
30 at 5 p.m. in the MailmanHollywood Building Auditorium. To RSVP, log on to www.
nova.edu/careershark.
Papa John inducted into
NSU's Entrepreneur
Hall of Fame
John H. "Papa John" Schnatter
will be inducted into the H.
Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship's Entrepreneur Hall of
Fame on April 13. Schnatter is
one of three business leaders
to be inducted this year. The
other two inductees are the
following: Beverly Raphael,
CEO of RCC Associates, Inc.,
a general contracting firm,
will be the second woman
to be inducted in the hall's
20-year history, and William
E. Mahoney Jr., a U.S. Air
Force veteran and founder
and president of Mahoney
and Associates, an insurance
company.

SeaRCH FOR THe CuRRenT
on Faceaoo1<.

Broward School Board
member fired for
racial slurs
The Broward County school
board asked Ann Murray, a
member since 2008, to resign
last week. Murray allegedly
made racist comments in
2007 when she worked as
a supervisor at the school
bus terminal for the district.
Several of her coworkers
complained that Murray used
the N-word when referring to
some of her African-American
coworkers.
Group warns that the world
ends in May
A Christian cult is traveling
throughout Florida warning
people that Judgment Day
will be on May 21. The group
thinks that on that day, the sky
will turn red and the Earth will
open up marking the return of
Christ. The group originated
in California and has about
400,000 followers. Group
leaders say their mission is
not to save people, only to
warn them.
Survey says young people
want to work for Google
A survey published last week
by Universum, a branding
company, revealed that most
young people want to work for
Google. The average age of
the 10,306 people interviewed
was 27. Second to Google,
was Apple, followed by the
Walt Disney Company.
BP oil spill goes to
Hollywood
Last week, Summit Entertainment, Participant Media
and lmagenation Abu Dhabi
acquired the film rights to a
New York Times article about
the BP oil spill. The film will
be written by Michael Sand
and produced by Lorenzo Di
Bonaventura. The movie will
focus on the people involved
and not the spill itself. It
is expected to be released
in 2012.
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It helps to look good
when looking for a job
Written by:
Keren Moros
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Looking for a job is more than
just about resumes and networking.
It's also about looking the part and
complementing the look with the
right body language.
Diane Klein, assistant director
of internships at the Office of Career
Development, said that people
looking for a job should always dress
up, even if they are applying at a
casual company.
"When someone's hiring you,
you're a product, and [he/she] wants
to buy the best kind of product,"
Klein said. "So you want to be sure
you're dressed for the occasion and
you're prepared for the occasion."
Klein said it is better to be
overdressed than underdressed.
"No one is not going to give you
a position because you're dressed
too fancy," she said. "(If it's a casual
company,] they may say, 'Next time
you come see us, you can wear jeans.
· You don't have to wear the suit."'
If the organization is more
casual, slacks and a button-down
shirt will work fine for men, Klein
said. But for the most part, they
should wear a suit and tie. Women
should wear either a pantsuit or a skirt
suit of appropriate length. Klein also
suggested women wear pantyhose
with skirts. The best colors to wear
are dark colors such as blue, grey or
black. Employers typically don't like
red or pink.
"Don't wear anything too
vibrant," Klein said. "Dress up but
don't dress too loudly."
Women should also wear
comfortable high heels but shoes
should be comfortable and practical.
"You want to be sure you're·
comfortable," Klein said. "You don't

«When someone's hiring you, you're a
product, and [he/she] wants to buy the best
kind of product. So you want to be sure
you're dressed for the occasion and you're
prepared for the occasion."
- Diane Klein, assistant director of internships
at the Office of Career Development
want to wear anything too tight or
revealing. Comfort and practicality
are important but look good."
Elaine Simmons, image consultant and president of Exclusive
Corporate Image, a company that
helps people with etiquette, protocol,
body language and business dress,
said comfort comes with wearing
what you like.
"You want to dress as conservatively as possible. Find out
what your personal style is and dress
professionally," Simmons said.
"Once you get in there, you'll
be able to give the impression that
you have the qualifications to go the
distance."
Interviewees should dress one
notch above the people at the office
they're interviewing for.
"If you're going to the job
site for an interview and everyone
is wearing jeans, you want to wear
khakis which are one notch above,"
she said. "There is always power in a
third piece. If a man is wearing pants
and a shirt, adding a tie or jacket
brings power to his presentation."
Jennifer Reem, M.S., instructor
of communication studies and communication program coordinator in
the Farquhar College of Arts and

Sciences, said jewelry indicates
that someone is completely dressed
because it's usually the last thing
someone puts on.
"Keep [jewelry] minimal but
distinctive," Reem said. "[Wear]
good quality things but not things
that are flashy or attract attention
from you because your countenance
is the most important thing in the
interview."
Reem suggested men who
wear watches wear a nice businesslooking watch and avoid wearing
chains because some consider them
flashy. Women should wear small
jewelry, nothing too dangly or
sparkly. A watch, ring, earrings and
a necklace should suffice.
Reem said some make the
mistake of either dressing too poorly
or dressing up too much as if they are
going to a nightclub: too glitzy, too
much skin, too much makeup.
Klein said, "Makeup is important but you don't want to look too
loud. Keep it minimal but have
enough so that you don't look as if
you just walked out of bed."
But looking good is only part of
your appearance at an interview.
Simmons said that almost 93
percent of our communication is

March 29,
nonverbal. In fact, 55 percent of a
first impression is visual. The other
38 percent is vocal and seven percent
is the person's past knowledge and
experiences. If you don't give a
favorable impression, it will take
seven to eight more encounters with
the person to reverse the impression.
Reemsaidthatthoughpeoplepay
attention to words, nonverbal communication is less controllable, so
peoplewhoperceiveitassumeitistrue.
"If you say one thing with
your words, but your nonverbal
communicates
something
else,
people are going to notice that and
believe the nonverbal more than they
believe the verbal," Reem said.
For example, Simmons said that
crossing the hands and legs sends a
negative vibe during interviews.
"It's sending a dosed gesture,"
Simmons said. "People use it as a
way of protecting themselves. It'll
mean to the other person that you
have dosed off. You might tell me
something, but you're not going to
tell me everything."
Looking away can imply that
you are not being truthful.
"You can look away for a second
or so just to gather your thoughts, but
if you stay away too long that can
give the idea that you're not telling
the truth," Simmons said.
Reem said looking away also
makes someone appear nervous.
''When you look a person
straight in the eye, they feel
uncomfortable not looking back,"
Reem said. "It shows interests and
attentiveness. But, it's all right to
look down when you have notes
or the interviewer has given you
something to read."
Simmons said that one should
not use too many gestures. Instead,
show interest by tilting the head,
smiling and sending the right
message with your eyes.
"Visualize a triangle on the
other person's forehead and keep
your gaze to that area," she said.
"You're sending the message
that you're interested in what they
are saying. When you look below the
nose, it becomes more social. The

2011
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further south you go on someone
with your gaze, the more intimate the
situation."
To maintain perfect posture,
keep your back straight and your
shoulders squared so that your
diaphragm is stretched. Keep your
feet planted on the ground. To keep
proper posture when sitting, place
your back against the back of the chair
or sit at the edge of the chair. Make
sure your hands are visible by placing
them on your lap or on the table.
"Most of the time when you're
being interviewed, you're being
interviewed from the waist up, so
whatever you do you want to make
sure that that area is always perfect,"
Simmons said.
Simmons said some women
play with their hair, which sends a
message that they are nervous.
"If your hair falls on your face,
find something to pin it back so that
you don't have to keep moving it
back or cut it so it doesn't do that
anymore because it becomes very
distracting," Simmons said.
You should also refrain from
using slang, cursing and using vocal
interruptions like "um."
"You want to use proper
language and finish your words,"
Simmons said. "When people curse,
they're using adjectives that don't
mean anything in the place they put
them. It doesn't sound intelligent."
Reem said sometimes people
bring too many things to an interview.
She suggested not using a briefcase
or a purse. instead, she suggested
taking a leather notepad holder with
only pen and paper, which looks
official but is simple. Do not carry
anything that jangles like keys.
"You want to be as clean cut
and minimalistic as you can in
that respect," Reem said. "Most
people don't need a briefcase at an
interview. If you have something that
they've asked you to bring, bring it
in a discreet leather-bound folder."
Klein said, "You don't want to
give anyone a reason to say no to you
and sometimes it can come down to
appearance. Look orderly. Look
put together."

FACULTY SPOTLIGHl E□YE GROSECLOSE Sororitv and traternitv
Written by:
Keren Moros
Edye Groseclose, Ph.D., is a
professor in the College of Medical
Sciences, but she teache~ students
from the College of Osteopathic
Medicine, the College of Dental
Medicine, the College of Pharmacy
and the College of Optometry.
This is because she teaches
biochemistry, which she said is
important not only for medicine but
also for pharmacology, pathology
and most of the systems that medical
students learn about.
"Biochemistry is fundamental
to just about everything else in
medicine," she said. "It's the
vocabulary for the study of medicine.
It's so fundamental that it's the basis
of the further study that students
undertake to become doctors."
Though she received her
bachelor's degree in botany, Groseclose was ultimately attracted to
biochemistry and eventually studied
pulmonary medicine. She received
her doctorate in biochemistry at
the University of Miami and did
post-doctoral studies in pulmonary
medicine, including a.year as a Parker
B. Francis Fellow. Afterward, she
began teaching at the Southeastern
College of Osteopathic Medicine,
which became the Southeastern
University of the Health Sciences
and merged with Nova University
in 1994, creating NSU. She has
received Golden Apple and medical

COURTESY OF EDYE GROSECLOSE

Edye Groseclose, Ph.D., is a professor in the
College of Medical Sciences.

alumni awards for her teaching.
Groseclose said she finds excitement in the day-to-day activities of
her job and considers herself lucky
to be able to make a living doing
something she loves.
"I really enjoy what I do,"
Groseclose said. "So for me, most
days, coming to work is sort of
special. I feel privileged to be able
to do what I'm doing, to be able to
make a living at something I really
love to do."
She also enjoys preparing to
teach and interacting with students
every day. Groseclose said she tries
to teach the way she would like to
be taught: by being clear, up-to-date,

receptive to questions and open for
discussion outside of class.
Another one of her regular
activities is co-leading meditation
every Wednesday morning in the
Health Professions Division Library.
"It's generic, silent sitting,"
she said. "We sit quietly, follow the
breath and calm the mind."
Groseclose is also a volunteer
with the Guardian ad Litem Program,
an organization that represents
the best interests of children in
dependency. She has been with them
for over five years and said it is a
gratifying pursuit.
"At his/her discretion, the
judge appoints the Program," she
said. "The Program then selects a
Guardian ad Litem for the case. Our
job is to represent the child in court
as the advocate solely for the welfare
of the child."
Groseclose has been practicing
Buddhism for 30 years and is halfway
through a Buddhist chaplaincy
program.
"I decided [chaplaincy] would
be interesting in terms of my practice,
and also to increase my knowledge,
and to help me learn how better to
serve," she said.
Groseclose also enjoys doing
yoga every day and playing golf
when she has the time, which she
said has not happened recently. She
walks about a mile to and from work
when she can and enjoys reading
about Buddhism, psychology and
biochemistry.

collaborate tor charitv

Written by:
Keren Moros
On April 9, the sorority Phi
Sigma Sigma and Phi Beta Sigma
Fraternity, Inc. will co-host the
First Sigma Stroll Off at 8 p.m. at
the West Circle near the Don Taft
University Center to raise money for
the National Kidney Foundation, the
sorority's charity.
Isaiah Jones, junior business
administration major and secretary
of the fraternity, said the Stroll Off
will feature stepping and strolling, a
structured dance. The organizations
were inspired to do a Stroll Off after
hearing about a similar one held at
the University of Miami. Jones will
be stepping with other members of
the fraternity at the Stroll Off.
"It's about all organizations
coming out to support one another,"
Jones said. "In addition to that, [it's)
so students can see what Greek
life is about and see what different
organizations do."
Tanvi Patel, recruitment and
sisterhood chair for the sorority and
junior business administration major,
said the sorority's goal is to raise
$1,913.14 because the sorority was
founded in 1913 and the fraternity
was founded in 1914.
"We' re excited," Patel said.
"We want to reach our goal, and
we're hoping to get a good outcome."
Any step group can participate
in the Stroll Off by paying $20. The
group that wins first prize will win
a trophy. The sorority will also sell
Greek spirit cuffs and give a portion
of the profits to charity. Attendees
can also donate to the organization

and purchase raffle tickets. Patel said
there will be free food and drinks at
the Stroll Off.
The Stroll Off is the culminating
event of the sorority's fundraiser for
the foundation. The sorority also
started tabling to raise money twice
a week in the Don Taft University
Center on the week of March 21 and
will continue until the week of the
Stroll Off.
Also part of this fundraising
effort is Phi Sigma Sigma's
annual Rockathon at the Don Taft
University Center from 11 a.m.1 p.m. on March 31. Patel said the
Rockathon features the sorority
members sitting in rocking chairs.
This year, the members will rock in
high heels.
"We love shoes," Patel said.
"We feel that everything we do, we
want to add our personality."
The sorority also has a personal
reason to help the National Kidney
Foundation. Alexandra Pagan, freshman communication studies major
and philanthropy chair of the
sorority, has been a kidney patient
since she was 13.
"Doing an event for people who
have the same or different condition
is special for me," Pagan said.
Patel said one reason she was
excited about the events is because
of Pagan.
"She's gotten stuff done on her
own, and it's made me want to do
even more," she said. "I want to do
it because I want to help."
Patel and Pagan said the events
are open to non-Greeks as well.
"It's a good opportunity to get
involved and meet people and have
fun," Pagan said.
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A student affected by the Japanese earthquake
Written by:
N aoko Kurata
Naoko Kurata is a second-year
marine biology student. She loves
salsa dancing, scuba diving, and travel
and is a member of NSU International
Student Association (NISA).
I will never forget March 11.
Early in the morning, I lay in bed,
preparing for what seemed like any
other day in the life of a student,
until my roommate ran into my room
looking alarmed.
"There's been a huge earthquake
and tsunami in Japan!" she said. I
rushed into the living room and my
gaze focused on images of familiar
places distorted by utter catastrophe
playing on the television screen. I
could not believe my eyes.
As my mind sorted through the
situation, and as nightmare became
reality, my stomach clenched, and
I'm sure my heart stopped beating.
"My family!" I grabbed my phone
and called my mother, but could not

get through. I sent text messages, but
got no answer. The news coverage
in the early hours following the
tragedy was not very complete, and
I couldn't determine the extent of
the disaster or if it had affected my
family. I searched online frantically
for more information. I was unable
to find much. My body felt hollow,
and my brain went completely numb.
Earthquakes are a fact of life
in Japan, and it has been predicted
for some time now there would be a
massive earthquake in the northern
part of the country. In a marine
geology class I took this semester, we
even discussed how Japan is subject
to the complex tectonic motion of
three plates and how earthquakes and
tsunamis are induced by these forces.
But somehow, as I sat in the
classroom back then, the vague
seismic threats of the future didn't
have the claws that the scenes that
I faced, barely able to comprehend
them, were wielding. I was suddenly
confronted by very real evidence that
my country and my people were now

overwhelmed by the destruction that
this disaster, no longer an intangible
hypothesis, had unleashed upon them.
After a couple of hours I was
finally able to get through to my
mother. She told me that everyone
was fine. I felt some relief, but the
worrisome aftershocks continued,
and I remained in a state of shock for
a long time. I felt restless, and I felt
frustrated about being completely
powerless in the face of this massive
natural disaster.
However, all of my responsibilities and obligations remained
intact, and although time was still
nearly standing still for me, due
dates, classes and meetings marched
relentlessly forward. I was swamped
with class assignments and work. I
didn't think I was going to make it. I
was studying for a final exam, unable
to focus; I kept checking Japanese
news online for new developments.
I felt as though I was floundering as
a student, a daughter and a citizen all
at the same time. It then occurred to
me that I could take action to help

COURTESY OF NAOKO KURATA

Naoko Kurata, second-year master's in marine biology student, is urging other students to help the victims
of the Japanese earthquake.
·

the victims, and from the instant this
thought crystallized in my mind I felt
·much better.
I wrote an email to Anthony
DeNapoli, Ed.D., executive director
of the Office of International Affairs,
to ask for suggestions for starting a
fundraiser. He recommended I speak
with Nhee Vang, an adviser for
NISA, who informed me that efforts
to organize a fundraiser or charity
event were already underway. The
emptiness that I had been consumed

by was suddenly filled with friends
from countries all over the world
working together to help Japan.
NISA is collecting donations in
the form of cash or by check payable
to NSU. We need your help. If you
would like to be a part of the relief
effort, please bring your donation to:
Nhee Vang, in the Office of Student
Leadership and Civic Engagement, Rosenthal Student Center,
Room 203.

A student's emotional experience
of the Japanese earthquake
Written by:

the nuclear plant in the prefecture
(state) of Fukushima.
This is what you hear from the
media and nothing beyond, I think.
Nozomu "Naz" Ozaki is a secondAnd my effort in writing this article
year doctoral student in family
is to bring more than that, which is
therapy. He likes sports, tai-chi,
exercise, reading, eating, some
my account of going through this
cooking, and various forms of art.
event. I believe it is very important
His interests include community work
for all of us to be aware of how this
and the application of systems theory
disaster has affected the lives of
millions.
and cybernetics at multiple levels
for others' well-being. Ozaki plans
Although I did not experience
the ground shaking and being swept
to work as a therapist or consultant
away by the massive wave coming
a~er he graduates. He is a member
through, I have been affected at
of the Nova International Student
different levels. Yet, at the same time,
Association (NISA), the Broward
Association for Marriage and · I am aware of the negative effects of
Family Therapy (BAMFT) and the
listening to someone going through
a traumatic event. So, I've toned it
American Association for Marriage
down a bit, hoping that it would not
and Family Therapy (MMFT) . His
philosophy on life .is, "Look at the
impact you negatively.
lines that connect dots."
When I first heard the news and
looked at videos and photos of what
was happening in Japan, it did not
As many know, a humanitarian
hit me. It did not come through as
disaster has happened in the north
real. The huge wave wiped out cars,
eastern part of Japan: a massive 9.0
houses, buildings and people. Towns
magnitude earthquake followed by
were under the water; people were
a huge tsunami, which prompted
missing in debris, and things were
evacuation and warnings across
turned over.
the Pacific.
Still, I made a phone call to
The earthquake and tsunami
my family in Japan and heard that
left more than 20,000 dead and
they were safe because most of my
missing. Millions in Japan have been
family and relatives live far away
affected by lack of electricity, gas,
from the hypocenter. Yet, my mother
transportation, certain products, and
told me that it took several attempts
so on. And there has been a crisis at

Nozomu Ozaki

to get hold of my sister over the
phone as she and her family live in
the Kanagawa prefecture (state) near
Tokyo. I exchanged emails with my
sister and was informed that she
and her family were safe although
"it shook like crazy and was very
scary." In addition, there were
occasional aftershocks and power
was down. They had to go through
restless nights.
People around me passed me
their thoughts and prayers, and
still it did not hit me. I felt numb
because I did not know how to react.
Still, I was glued to my computer
monitor for hours and hours. I could
not believe my eyes - no trace of
life. At the same time, there was a
disconnection between what was
happening over there and what was
happening here, which gave me a
gut-wrenching feeling and confusion
and frustration. I felt as if my mind
was there without my body and it did
not make sense.
It was only through listening to
other people's experiences, speaking
my experience, and processing my
experience that it gradually came
through to me. Their voices and mine
were all covered by the horrifying
images of media. Then, all of a
sudden, the huge desperateness hit
me that I wanted to do something,
something that I can do from here.

COURTESY OF NOZOMU OZAKI

Nozomu Ozaki is a second-year doctoral students in family therapy. His family was in Japan during the
March 11 earthquake.

And I imagine that if it took me a
while for me to grasp the magnitude
of the situation, it would be the same
for others. I am talking about the gut
feeling - the gut feeling that gives
you the sense of connection that
is missing. I am only hoping that
people could feel it using my story as
a platform because connection does
matter. And yet, still people over
there are suffering.
I started feeling the want to
share this personal account with
people around me because I don't
want to let this event in Japan be
just one of those things in the news.

I want to bring awareness among
people that the event and people
on the other side of the globe are
intricately connected with people on
this side of the globe.
Then, the idea of a vigil came
up where people can share their
personal accounts with others and
pray for the victims of this event.
With the help of others, a campus
vigil ill be held at Gold Circle Lake
on March 31. It is a part of our effort
to bring awareness of the event to the
NSU community and to contribute to
the relief in Japan.
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Golf Player Profile:

ON THE BENCH

Taylor Collins

Jasmine Lykins

Commentary by:

Written by:
Stephanie Fleming
Taylor Collins, sport and recreation management, is one of four
graduating seniors on the women's
golf team at NSU. She grew up in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., attended Saint
Thomas Aquinas High School and has
played golf for NSU during her four
years here. After graduation, Collins
would like to become a proft;-.ss1t'lpal golfer.
The two-time All-American
said she was born to golf.
"I can't remember ever not
playing," said Collins.
Collins helped the NSU golf
team win two national championships
in 2009 and 2010 and hopes to defend
the championship title this year.
'Tll play golf until I run out
of money. Then maybe get a job,"
she said.
When she is not playing golf,
Collins is searc~g for a sponsor
and working on becoming a professional golfer.

Questions and Answers with
Taylor Collins
Who would play you in a movie
about your life?
"Jennifer Aniston."
In the movie, who would you want
to play your love interest?
"Bradley Cooper."

What is your perfect pre-match meal?

Illegal sex wins
NFL Hall of
Famer fair
punishment
Taylor Collins, senior sport and recreation management major, is a two-time All-American senior golfer.

"Egg whites and peanut butter
and honey on toast."

fictional, with whom would it be?
"The girl from 'Avatar,' the
blue chick."

If you were stranded on the moon,
what three items would you take
with you?
"Golf clubs, peanut butter, and
my friend Nicole."

What would I find in your
refrigerator right now?
"Almond milk, lentil soup,
beer, and bread."

If you could travel back in time
what time period would you go to?
"The 60s."

If you had the option of choosing
one superpower, what would it be?
''I'd be invincible."

Ifyou could sit down for dinner with
anybody, famous or not famous,
dead or alive, who would you want?
"Dustin Johnson, a famous golfer."

If you won $20 million, what would
you do with the money?
"I'd use it to turn pro and golf
all the time and then invest the rest."

If you could trade places with any
other person for a week, famous or
not famous, living or dead, real or

How would you describe yourself in
three words?
"Dedicated, goofy and ambitious."

·,

Should a famous football
How was Taylor to lmow
that the girl wasn't really 19,
player be punished for paying to
have sex with an underage minor?
but instead underage? Of course,
Definitely, yes. But just how
Taylor, a married man, should
not have been soliciting a
severe should his sentence be?
Lawrence Taylor, NFL
prostitute in the first place. But
Hall of Fame linebacker, was
he wasn't tried for soliciting a
prostitute. Taylor was originally
sentenced on March 23 to six
years of probation for having sex
indicted for third degree rape
with a 16 year old identified only
but the charges were lowered
as "C.F." Taylor is also required
to sexual misconduct with a
to register as a sex offender. But,
minor. Why should he be forced
the girl, now 17, appeared at the
to serve jail time, as the girl
claims, when he was apparently
sentencing and expressed her
unaware of her age and the crime
feelings that Taylor should have
been sentenced to prison time,
was not a rape?
not merely probation.
It seems more that the
Taylor pied guilty arguing
girl should have been aware of
that he did pay $300 to have sex
the consequences of her own
illegality (prostitution) and
with the girl, but claimed he was
should not be trying to further
unaware of her age. According
profit from her client. Taylor's
to Taylor, the girl told him she
agent
believes the girl may soon
was 19.
"I asked her age. She told
file a civil suit.
The court's sentence for
me she was 19. It is what it is,"
Taylor told Fox News in an . Taylor was fair. Six years of
probation may seem light, but
interview after the sentencing.
when paired with a mandatory
"You can only ask. I don't card
sex offender registration (which
them," he also said.
remains on the offender's perThe girl, however, denies
manent record), the penalty
being a prostitute and claims
seems heavy enough to deter
that her meeting with Taylor
Taylor from continuing his
was set up by an abusive man
named "Rasheed." She said
solicitation of prostitutes but not
Taylor should have noticed how
so severe that girl's behavior as a
young she was and that she was
prostitute was condoned.
being abused.

Track and Field

Baseball
On March 19, the baseball team beat the Florida
Tech Panthers, 23-1, in one of the largest score
differences in NSU baseball history. Nick Avila
pitched the entire game, with only one hitter,
leading the team t o vict ory in t he first game of the
Florida Tech doub leheader.

Rashida Allen, senior communication studies major,
ranks number 1 in the nation for the 400 m eter dash
after the Miami Hurricane Invitational in Coral
Gables, Fla. on March 18-19. The men's and women's
track and field teams broke five school records at the
Invitational. Both t eams also qualified for the NCAA
Division II national meet .

.,.

Softball
Softball players entertained children at the Alvin Sherman Library, during Miss Meagan's Storytime Fun on
March 16. They sang songs, read stories, and signed autographs with children
three to five years old.

At least look smart.
(t The Current, Print Edition
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NSU hosts
first dominoes
tournament
Written by:

~~~~~Y. .~?~~E:~.. ...... .
The Office of Intramural
Sports hosted the first Dominoes
Tournament at NSU on March 23 in
the Don Taft University Center pit.
The event was free to students and
the winner received an intramural
soccer T-shirt.
"There are a lot of Caribbean
cultures at NSU and [dominoes] is
the kind of game, besides soccer,
that they usually play,'' said Lissette
Palacio, graduate assistant for
Intramural Sports. "We wanted to do
something different. We wanted to
provide something that's not sportsrelated so we went out on a limb."
Dwight Harrison, first-year
MBA
student,
and
Orvelle
Johnson, second-year student in
the Abraham S. Fischler School of
Education, won the tournament.
They were undefeated throughout the event.
"I have been playing since I
was 5 years old. My dad taught me
how to play," said Harrison. "I also
competed in and won a competition
when I was a teenager. So, I thought
I had a good chance of winning."
Johnson sang "I am the champion" as Palacio handed him his prize.

Erica Laceria, junior double
majoring in marketing and management, said she appreciated the event.
"It's really great to have an
event that's culture based," she said.
"I always thought dominoes was a
Cuban thing, but I learned that there
are a different bunch of islands in the
Caribbean that are really big on it,
too. It was really cool learning that."
A written set of rules and
instructions on how to play were
available to participants.
Jose Valdez, third-year pharmacy student, said, "It's a good way
to bring students together who don't
usually get involved."
There were four tables available,
but only three were used throughout
the night. And although registration
was open prior to the event, those
walking by were encouraged to join.
Amir Eldick, junior biology
major, said, "It's a fun and different
thing that we've never had before.
But if we had more participation from more people it would
be awesome."
Students could play as singles
or doubles and everyone advanced
to the play-off round where elimination started.
Palacio said she got the idea for
the tournament from her internship

(From left to right) Dwight Harrison, first-year MBA student; Carlos Gonzalez, second-year pharmacy student; Orvelle Johnson, second-year graduate student in
the Abraham S. Fischler School of Education; and Jose Valdez, third-year pharmacy student; play in the final round of the tournament.

Erica Laceria, junior marketing and management major (left), Amir Eldick, junior biology major (right) and another student (middle), participate in the first Dominoes
tournament held in the Don Taft University Center pit on March 23.

at St. Thomas University, where the
office of intrarnurals there hosts an
, event every year.
Palacio said the event worked

Green cants • Fam If PetlllGns
Business Petitions • Work Pennits
Naturallzatlon / Cltiz8nlld
Consular / Embassy Processing
Student / Exchange VIias
Physicians / Nurses Work Visas
Investment / 1111111811 Visas

on a trial-and-error basis. She said
this was her last semester at NSU and
that her supervisor, Mike Prociuk,
assistant director for lntrarnurals and

Special Events, will decide if the
event will happen next year.
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Return of the
prodigal Strokes
Written by:
Juan Gallo

COURTESY OF WWW.DIANAROSSFANCLUB.N ET

Diana Ross, recording artist, has been featu red on the Hollywood Walk of Fame twice.

Written by:
Gabrielo Banks

..

·•

"

•

If you ever find yourself
strolling down the Hollywood Wall<
of Fame and see the name Diana
Ross twice, don't worry. You're not
experiencing a bizarre case of deja
vu. What you are experiencing is
the magnitude of a star like no other.
Diana Ross is Diana Ross. There is
no comparison.
Diana Ross has two stars on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame because
she is incredibly talented. She's been
nominated for awards from Oscars to
American Music Awards, to Golden
Globes and Grammys, winning many
along the way. She even won a Tony
for her one-man show. She's been
named the most important female
entertainer of the 20th century, and
if you' re not listening to her music,
what are you waiting for?
Diana Ross started in the
music business when she was
15 as a member of the doo wop
group The Primettes, sister group
of The Primes. In 1959, Ross was
brought to the attention of Smokey
Robinson, the Motown R&B and
Soul legend, to audition for Motown.
The group was signed on the spot.
But the deal didn't change the
group's unpopularity much within
the industry. Diana had to continue
to work as secretary for the group's
agent, Berry Gordy. She also worked
as the group's hairstylist, makeup
artist, seamstress, and costume
designer.
The group resigned to Motown
in 1963 with a brand new image as
The Supremes. And America fell in
love with Diana Ross. "When the
Love Light Starts Shining Through
His Eyes" hit 23 on the R&B charts
that year. The Supremes' classic
"Where Did Our Love Go" topped
pop billboard charts in the United
States and the United Kingdom.
In 1967, the label decided it was
better to call the group Diana Ross and
The Supremes when Betty McGlown
was replaced with Barbara Martin,
juxtaposing Diana Ross alongside
soulful greats like Patti LaBelle. In
1969, only a couple of years after

naming the band Diana Ross and The
Supremes, Motown signed her as a
solo artist. The next few years may
be consi~ered the golden years of
Diana Ross beginning with her first
album "Diana Ross" yielding the
hit single "Ain' t No Mountain High
Enough" which won the hearts of a
million Americans.
Diana Ross continued working
in the industry with Everything is
Everything and the album Surrender
which featured guests Jackson 5 and
Bill Cosby. In 1973, she went on to
work with Marvin Gaye on the album
Diana & Marvin producing the hit
single "Touch Me in the Morning."
Motown took Diana to Broadway in
1979. Her class and down-to-earth
humor also made her a natural for
television.
In the 80s, Diana Ross began
to change her style having worked
through different genres like disco,
jazz and pop. She explored a rustic
and urban intensity. With her album
"Diana," Ross gained her right to
national legend status as she secured
her sixth single number one hit with
the provocative and clever "Upside
Down." Diana also strung together
classics, such as platinum album
"Why Do Fools Fall in Love?"
with the hit single ''Why Do Fools
Fall in Love?" It reached sixth on
R&B charts and fourth in the UK.
Ross' successes in the charts are just
as strong internationally. Her hits
"Upside Down and ''Why Do Fools
Fall in Love" fell in behind "Touch
Me in the Morning" and "Ain't No
Mountain High Enough" as UK top
40 hits.
The 90s period of her career
called for more European sales than
American, and Diana was coined
the queen of English music charts
in 1999· over Madonna. Her last
notable performance was in 2008 at
the Nobel Peace prize celebration.
However, Diana shows no signs
of wanting to stop with her empire
of soul still marching strong. She
has proven that there really is no
mountain high enough, and that it's
never too late to .earn three stars on
the Hollywood Wall< of Fame. You
never know.

Once upon a time, there was a
little band from New York who made
it really big by playing simple, yet
brilliant little rock-n-roll tunes. They
looked dirty. All the members of
the band needed haircuts and, from
the looks of it, showers too. They
called themselves The Strokes and
they played songs like "Last Night,"
"Someday" and "Hard to Explain."
They didn't look like much, but
their music was incredible, and they
quickly changed the outlook of the
American rock scene.
Fast forward about a decade and
two albums later and The Strokes
are one of the most beloved bands
in America. However, they have
remained in the shadows for some
time. There have been solo projects
and even rumors of disbandment until now.
The silence is broken, light
has shone on the dark, and what
has appeared is a new, long-awaited
album, "Angles" and a triumphant
return to the awaiting arms of
adoring fans .
If there was any question about
whether The Strokes still had "it"
or not, "Under Cover of Darkness"
answered it emphatically. Yes.
This first single is so spine-tingling
good that it's almost impossible to
not wear out your car stereo with
multiple playbacks. There are songs
that are just so dam catchy that they
make you fall in love with them the
first time you hear them. That's what
this first single does.
While "Under Cover of Darkness" will make you feel like you
just set foot in the DeLorean and
traveled back to 2001, when you
were listening to The Strokes debut
album in your room, the rest of the

COURTESY OF WWW. SUNONTHESAND.COM

Julian Casablancas leads The Strokes on their fourth studio album, "Angles."

album attests to the bands personal
and musical maturing over the last 10
years . "Macchu Pichu," for example,
is psychedelic and colorful. It sounds
a lot like MGMT. Throughout the
album, The Strokes prove that the
strength of their band comes from
lead-singer Julian Casablancas'
vocals and lyrics, but also from the
unique, unparalleled combination
of Albert Hammond Jr. and Nick
Valensi's guitars. I don't know that
any other band has two guitarists
who fuse licks and strums so
beautifully and harmoniously. If your
ears were junkies, Valensi's solos
would be the crack they'd get off on.
"Two Kinds of Happiness"
starts off with a sentimental 80s
progression that eventually dissolves
into a powerful breakdown that
sounds like a battle to the death
between Fabrizio Moretti's drums
and the aforementioned guitars.
"You 're So Right" is frantically paced
and sounds like the score to a highspeed chase involving two robots. It
is reminiscent of The Strokes' thirdalbum "First Impressions of Earth."
Besides their unique collaboration of sounds, the most powerful
element of The Strokes is Julian
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March 29-April 3
Tuesday 3.29

Andre Watts
Kravis Center in
West Palm
Beach 2 p.m.

Kathy Griffin
l<ravis Center in West Palm Beach 8 p.m.

Outside Advertising Sales
Need hard working, aggressive sales people to
sell digital advertising in Broward County.
You control your hours. Commission only.
Call Aaron 786-566-2925

Friday4.1
Florida Marlins vs. New York Mets*
Sun Life Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.

MMA Heavyweight Explosion: Fight
Time 4 War Memorial Auditorium in Ft.
Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Saturday 4.2
Florida Panthers vs. Pittsburgh
Penguins BankAtlantic Center in Sunrise
7:30 p.m.

Wednesday 3.30
Disney On Ice: Let's Celebrate!

(3/30-4/3)* AmericanAirlines Arena in
Miami 7 p.m.

RUSH Time Machine Tour 2011 *
Banl<Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m.

CLASSIFIEDS

Casablancas' incredible songwriting
ability. In the past, Casablancas has
led the band's songwriting, writing
almost every melody, with the rest
of the band adding their touch and
flavor on it. With "Angles," however,
the band approached the songwriting
process as a unit. While Casablancas'
words still shine through, his
powerful hooks and catchy melodies
are lacking in a lot of the songs.
There are only glimpses of it, like
in the satisfying chorus of the song
"Taken for a Fool."
Nevertheless, this is still a
successful offering, which combines
the familiar Strokes sound with the
product of their influences. While I
wouldn't say that "Angles" tops any
of the band's previous efforts, it is an
adequate addition to their catalog.•
I do think that "Under Cover of
Darkness" is one of the best songs
they've written. The rest ·of the
album seems to fall just a bit short
of the expectations created by such a
grandiose first single.
It's rumored that the band is
already working on their fifth album.
Hopefully, the wait will be shorter
this time. Until then, "Angles" will
suffice abundantly.

Wicked: A New Musical

(3/30-4/24) Broward Center
for the Performing Arts in Ft.
Lauderdale 8 p.m.

Thursday 3.31
Florida Panthers vs. Ottawa Senators

Florida Marlins vs New York Mets

Sun

Life Stadium in Miami 7:10 p.m.

Sunday4.3
Florida Marlins vs. New York Mets
Sun Life Stadium in Miami 1:10 p.m.

In the
Heights*
Ziff Ballet Opera
House The Arsht
Center in Miami
7:30 p.m.

Banl<Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7:30 p.m.

All Time Low*

Revolution Live in Ft.

Lauderdale 5:30 p.m.

•Call into shows on RadioX every day to win free tickets to
these events. For more information, contact RadioX at
(9S4)-262-8457.
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So you found an apartment
and a roommate, and you are eager
to move in to your new home. But
then, you realize that one precarious
issue still needs to be addressed the monthly rent. You get the normal
sized bedroom with a small, private
bathroom, while your roommate gets
the master bedroom, with another
small, private bathroom. Your
bedroom has a window overlooking
the lake and your roommate's
bedroom has no windows at all.
How do you decide how much each
of you should pay for the monthly
rent? Should the roommate pay more
because he or she gets the larger
bedroom? Or should you pay more
because of the waterfront view?
Should you just split the rent equally
between the two of you?
Instead of risking conflict
with your roommate, go to

www.splittherent.org to divide your
monthly rent by using the Rent
Calculator. Created by Jonathan
Bittner, an astrophysics graduate
student at Harvard University, this
Web site features a rent calculator
that divides monthly rent between
the residing parties based on the real
estate "price per square foot" method.
The calculator adjusts the rent based
on bedroom, bathroom, and living
space sizes, as well as accounting
for other apartment inequalities such
as room sound isolation, windows,
closet space, and even room design.
The rent for up to eight bedrooms
can be equally divided by the site.
Hav~ trouble splitting the
monthly bills too? Splittherent.org
hopes to launch a bill splitting app
on April 1.
This site provides a fair, economical approach to shared living.
If you want to avoid discussing
finances with your roommates, just
visit splittherent.org and have the
sticky job done for you.

Close encounter of the
British kind: ''Paul''
Written by:
Juan Gallo
"E.T.: The Extraterrestrial"
was an unforgettable movie. It
was heartwarming and it created
a relationship between man and
extraterrestrial that was, well, I
guess ... human. What "E.T." didn't
have though, was an alien voiced
by Seth Rogen, who usually plays
a stoner-type. Combine that with
a story written by Simon Pegg and
Nick Frost, and a stellar comedy cast
that includes Bill Hader, Jane Lynch,
David Koechner, Jason Bateman,
Kristen Wiigg, Joe Lo Truglio
and Blythe Danner and you have
"Paul," a hilarious comedy about the
relationship between man and manchild-type alien.
This plot is really not that
complicated. Paul (Rogen) is an
alien who crash-landed on earth in
the 1940s; After being locked away
for more than 60 years, he escaped
from the restricted government area
where he was being held and is now
trying to get home. Clive (Frost) and
Graeme (Pegg) are British fanboys
who have traveled to America

to attend the Mecca of all things
"geeky," CornicCon, plus other
famous American U.F.O . landmarks.
However, their vacation is slightly
altered when they run into Paul,
and then decide that they have to
help him.
From there the film becomes
a road trip movie with a dash of
suspense because the trio is being
chased by a very intense government
agent played by Jason Bateman.
He wants to kill Paul. But don't
be mistaken. Road trip movie or
not, this movie is comedy from
beginning to end. Pegg and Frost
have done it again. The duo who
turned the zombie geme on its head
with the immensely popular "Shaun
of the Dead" does the exact same
thing for the science-fiction geme.
Believe me; no alien has ever been
portrayed this way. Paul smokes
weed, makes college-humor-type
jokes, and acts more human than the
slightly awkward Clive and Graeme.
Now, if there's anything t'1at's
easy to make fun of in these modem
times of ours, it's the geekiness of
the people who read more graphic
novels than actual novels and who

frequent the Apple store more than
they do Starbucks. So I thought this
movie was going to be just a bunch
of jokes at their expense. However,
Pegg and Frost could never make fun
of that because they'd be making fun
of themselves. They are geeks, and I
say that as a compliment.
And let's face it, geekiness is all
around us. Whether we're watching
"Attack of the Show'' or being made
fun of for not knowing how much
RAM our computer holds, we live in
a world of geeks. There's no attack
on geekiness in this film. Instead,
it's an all-out celebration of it. From
tributes to "Star Wars" and "Star
Trek," "E.T." and, heck, in a way,
even to "Mork and Mindy," let's face
it, geeky is the way to be in 2011.
But what Pegg and Frost do
best in their writing is bring out the
heart that is slowly surfacing through
all the laughter. Paul is an incredibly
lovable character, as are Graeme and
Clive. As they experience the quirky
conflicts of their journey, their
friendship grows, and toward the
end you feel a little warmer inside.
That's how they got us in "Shaun of
the Dead." It wasn't just zombies. It

The stars of "Paul" are about to experience a first encounter.

was zombies with heart, though that
sounds like an oxymoron.
At the end of the day, "Paul" is
simply one of the best comedies to
come out in months. Pegg and Frost
keep making great films. Now, they

are making a statement that whether
you like it or not, they're not going
anywhere. So get used to these boys
from across the pond and their very
special brand of filmmaking. Let's
hope they keep it coming.
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More talking,
less texting
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Sequels, prequels
and adaptations:
The future of Hollywood

Written by:
Donna Levasseur

· My first negative experience with texting
came when I called an acquaintance, left her
a message to call me back and she sent a text
saying, "What's up?" I called her again and
there was no answer. But she answered with
another text message that quickly popped up
and repeated, "What's up?" I text her back
and said, "I want you to call me." Needless
to say, a few months later, I realized that this
friendship wasn't going anywhere because this
individual chose texting to show me exactly
how she felt about our relationship.
Texting, instant messages, emails, etc.
have become the new forms of communication
but are they replacing face-to-face communication? I would have to say yes. Technology
is a wonderful thing but, again, where do
we draw the line when it comes to human
development and maintaining our social skills?
Texting plays an important role in our
society today, but are we intellectual enough
to understand the ramifications of the longterm effects that continual texting may have
on .our ability to connect with one another?
Texting obviously has many great benefits
such as convenience. It saves time. It allows you
immediate contact. And it allows you to rnultitask.
But this technology has a negative side.
One of the most prevalent is safety. It can be
a distraction while multitasking. Driving while
texting has caused numerous car accidents. And
let's not forget the rash of miscommunications
that can occur because of the new text lingo and
the fact that it is so impersonal.
Let's be honest. Texting has become an
escape for many people. It does alleviate some
social anxieties. But at the same time, I believe
those feelings and emotions are there because
you have to learn to develop your strengths
and overcome your weaknesses in order to
become the great person that dwells inside you.
I'm still an old fashioned kind of girl. If
I were asked out on a date by a man via text, I
would completely ignore his invitation simply
because I believe that if you are looking to
make an impression on me, I want to see it in
your eyes. You can't see those in a text. I can't
see a face.

Written by:
Juan Gallo

PHOTO BY D. LEVASSEUR

Orealys Ramirez, sophomore biology major, (left) and Samantha
Schemidt, sophomore biology major, (right) text to each other
instead of talking.

When you are speaking with someone
face to face, there's a lot that you can read
from that person. If he or she doesn' t really
care for you, there will be signs and clues that
you can pick up from their body language
and facial expressions. Eye contact, which is
critical, cannot be seen in a text and none of
the other dues are there either.
In the times that we live in, I would
like to believe that you want to know whom
you're speaking with, and whether or not they
are being honest and sincere with you. Faceto-face interaction is extremely important for
positive and healthy development.
There is a reason why we were made to
connect with one another. According to a study
done at Swedish University of Agricultural
Sciences, research indicates that hugging can
actually lower blood pressure, reduce heart
rate, strengthen our immune system, increase
oxytocin (particularly in women) which can
reduce stress by decreasing levels of cortisol
(the fight or flight hormone), help decrease
pain, increase hemoglobin levels, stave off
potential senility in those over 70, and even
save lives.
A text can't give you a hug. It can't bring
that healing touch that we crave daily. So, if
you ask me whether I would opt for a faceto-face communication instead of texting,
my answer would always be yes. I believe
this is why we were created. You could never
replace the warmth of a hug and a smile that
face-to-face communication provides, through
a text message.

The Current introduces
"Dear Matty"
Written by:
Matt Ciampa
Making career decisions can be
frightening. Luckily, the Office of Career
Development is here to help you every step of
the way. The office introduces its new career
column dedicated to students: "Dear Matty."
The column allows students to e-mail questions
about career or major exploration, resumes,
job searching, interviewing, graduate school
planning, or any other interesting questions
about career development to the office.
The questions will be reviewed and
one question will be chosen each week to be
answered by Matt Ciampa, a career advisor
in the Office of Career Development. Before
NSU, Ciampa worked in a variety of business
positions, including recruitment. He is known
for his sense of humor and candid advice.

The column will replicate the feel of
popular column "Dear Abby," from a career
development perspective.
If you'd like to e-mail Ciampa a question
for an upcoming column, please send it to
mc1869@nova.edu.
Here's the question chosen from the
first column:
Dear Matty,
I will be graduating in May and I'm getting
ready to send out resumes to start applying for
jobs. However, I'm not sure where to start with
my resume. I've seen people use templates
before, but I'm not sure if they are acceptable.
Should I use a resume template or not?
-Thanks, Searching for a job

Whether it's a sequel, a prequel or a
squeak-quel, there's an ongoing and annoying
trend in Hollywood. Sadly, that trend is a lack
of originality. It seems that every year we see
the same movie, only this time around it bas
an updated title. What it comes down to is us,
the audience, giving Hollywood our money for
them to regurgitate the same story. Only this
time with new, cool special effects that make
us say "wow." But they do this while adding
nothing to our intellect or our personal growth.
I know what you're thinking. Who am I
to tell you that you should gain some type of
personal edification every time you watch a
movie? I know. I agree with you. Sometimes,
all you want to do is sit back, kick your feet
up, and slip into an entertainment coma that
will take you away from the long, strenuous
day you've just had and into a wonderful world
of movie magic. There's nothing wrong with
that. The debate of art over entertainment,
and vice versa, is one that has stumped the
greatest minds since the ancient Greeks. I'm
not trying to start that up here. All I'm asking
for is a little balance in the offerings at the
multiplex.
As Mark Harris of GQ puts it, this is what
we have to look for this year in movies: "Four
adaptations of comic books. One prequel to an
adaptation of a comic book. One sequel to a
sequel to a movie based on a toy. One sequel
to a sequel to a sequel to a movie based on
an amusement-park ride. One prequel to a
remake. Two sequels to cartoons. One sequel
to a comedy. An adaptation of a children's
book. An adaptation of a Saturday-morning
cartoon. One sequel with a 4 in the title. Two
sequels with a 5 in the title. One sequel that, if
it were inclined to use numbers, would have to
have a 7 1/2 in the title." And so on and so on.
What we need to realize is that we are
caught in a vicious cycle. We are the ones who
are shooting ourselves in our art/entertainment
foot when we continue to gladly hand over our
hard-earned cash without demanding titillating,
mind-tingling originality in our films. It's
simply supply and demand. If something is

selling, the industry will keep providing it. So
they do. And while they do, original stories,
innovative ideas, and avant-garde thinkers get
pushed to the wayside for the safe-l)et that is a
marketable product which guarantees a profit
of gargantuan proportions.
In reality, the problem is not a lack
of originality. Originality will be there as
long as there're still humans living their
complicated lives and experiencing our
spedes' complex emotions. The problem
is that these films are risky. Again, we, the
American audience, aren't sure if we want to
spend our money on something that might be
more art than entertainment. Such is the case
with the amount of money made by the sports
industry as opposed to the theater, ballet or
opera industry. It's why we would rather
watch "Jersey Shore" than read Jonathan
Franzen's novel "Freedom." Gradually, in the
last 30 years, our tolerance for shoddy films
has increased, while our demand for mindboggling-quality masterpieces has decreased.
Take "Inception." An original screenplay
by an award-winning, celebrated director who
just came off filming the third highest-grossing
movie in U.S. history and original idea is
practically a shoe-in for summer blockbuster
success. The movie almost didn't happen. The
studio is thankful it did get made because it
has grossed three-quarters of a billion dollars.
However, it wasn't a sequel, a prequel or an
adaptation. It was 100 percent original, and,
therefore, it was a gamble.
Yet, it was us, the audience, who made
that gamble pay off for the people who dared
to produce "Inception." We have the power.
If we want ground-breaking, electrifying,
jump-out-of-your-seat-in-excitement,
facemelting, brain-wave-shocking originality in
our films, then let's dig into our pocket and
get it. And since we're still going to want to
watch "Spider-Man 7" and "Lord of the Rings
10: Not enough fingers on these hands," let's
just download those at home for half the price
and 1/4 the studio attention.

Dear Searching for a job,
The short answer is no. Never.
Your resume is your professional
marketing tool. Oftentimes, it is your only
chance to sell yourself to potential employers.
Do you think Fortune 500 companies use
generic templates to market their most
valuable products and services? Of course not,
and neither should you.
If you're using a Microsoft Word
template, let the buyer beware.
Human
Resources professionals, who look at resumes
all day, can spot a template a mile away. This
is not the time for you to come across as
generic, but rather your time to shine. You can
showcase your creativity in a professional way,
but please don't go overboard. For instance,
take a moment to open up Microsoft Word, and
look at some of their recommended resume
templates. My personal favorite is the template
with the Eiffel Tower and the fireworks in
the background. Another real winner is the
resume template with the word bubbles that
say pow, zap, and zowie. Unless you want to

give employers a good laugh at your expense,
please don't fall into this trap.
Also, it is difficult to adjust or reformat
your resume when you use a template. Dying to
adjust the formatting on template resumes often
leaves me banging my head against the table.
I recommend that you start off with a
blank Microsoft Word document, and format
it to suit your needs. Keep it simple and
professional. I don't recommend Wingding
font unless you want to look like a Wingding
to potential employers.
Until next time,
Matty
For additional information, please visit th1
Office of Career Development on the 4tl
floor of the Alvin Sherman Library durini
daily drop-in hours, or call 954-262-7201 tc
schedule an appointment with a career adviso1
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Two celebrities express apathv
instead 01 empathv in Japan tragedv
Written by:
Samantha Harfenist
Earlier this month, comedian
Gilbert Gottfried and rapper 50
Cent tweeted incredibly callous
remarks regarding the devastation in
Japan and its effect on Hawaii and
California. This crude humor has
been met with public condemnation.
While I'm proud of the world- ·
wide response to the horrifically
insensitive remarks, I'm furious at
the stars for making the statements in
the first place.
Gottfried posted on Twitter, "I
just split up with my girlfriend, but
like the Japanese say, 'There'll be
another one floating by any minute
now."' He added a one-liner about
every Japanese apartment having
flood lights. With 8,000 confirmed
dead, I just can't see the humor in
imagining the thousands of bodies
floating in the dirty rivers of the
ravaged city of Sendai.
Then 50 Cent tweeted that he'd
had to evacuate his "hoes" from

Hawaii, Los Angeles and Japan
because of the tsunami. The rapper
later claimed that he says such things
for the shock value. I don't know
which is worse: that a person is
capable of being so cruel just for an
extra 15 minutes of attention, or that
I understand his viewpoint. Charlie
Sheen's recent drama has shown that,
the more controversial a star is, the
more media attention he or she gets.
50 Cent and Gottfried prove just how
perverted this reality has become.
But there is a line you just don't cross
in the name of fame. And mocking
the annihilation of a city is it.
It occurs to me that Gottfried
and SO Cent might not be so lighthearted about this catastrophe if they
had lost someone in the tsunami.
Somehow, I doubt the comedian
would joke if his 5-year-old daughter
was among the missing.
Now that reports of radiation
are reaching the shores of California

where the rapper lives, 50 Cent
doesn't seem to be in the joking
mood. Is the danger hitting too close
to home? Is he worried that his loved
ones might be in danger now?
Two years ago my family and
I visited Hawaii for a 10-day vacation. It is a wonderful, welcoming
and beautiful place. It has also
been ravaged by the tsunami. My
grandmother, who has been to so
many places in her lifetime, is
heartbroken by the news of Hawaii's
damage. She feels a kinship to the
island that I share as well.
With a heavy heart, I wonder
what those landmarks that fascinated
me now look like. How much did
some of those warm people, who
treated me as though they had known
me all their lives, lose? It's hard to
think about it without my throat
aching and eyes watering.
I can't even imagine what those
who have lost family members in
Japan must feel.
Even though both stars have
apologized, it is too little, too late.
The words were said, the tweets
reached the eyes and hearts of those
grieving. What's happened to us? It
shouldn't take a personal tragedy for
us to connect to the agony of others.
We shouldn't have to lose a relative
to the tsunami in Japan to mourn

COURTESY OF ABCNEWSRADIOONLJNE.COM

Rapper 50 Cent (left) and comedian Gilbert Gottfried (right) made jokes about the Japan earthquake
on Twitter.

alongside those who have. We are
all connected by a common ancestor.
It shouldn't be easy to see a fellow
human being suffering, dying. And it
definitely shouldn't be funny.
When a person mocks the
brutal destruction which has befallen
so many innocent lives, there's
something missing in the core of that
individual. Whether you call it the
soul or the conscience, such things

are beyond my understanding.
But I do know this. If you can
look at the bodies floating in filthy
water, people screaming out in
terror as buildings collapse around
them, and families crying for lost
loved ones, and can still make a
joke of it all, then you have lost
the part of yourself that makes you
a human being.

On the Scene
As told to:
Stephanie Fleming

April Fools' Day is the day when practical jokes are not only accepted but expected. What are the people closest to you planning?
Will you be prepared, or will you be the butt of the joke? Here are a few students' favorite pranks.

What is your favorite April Fools' Day prank?

"We put laxatives in our friend's beer and put ducks in
the bathtub to scare him when he ran into the bathroom."
Sausha Toghranegar, first-year dental student

"Saran Wrap on the toilet seat, because, at night, you can't
see anything and you're not totally awake. It's funny."
Christina Spelich, freshman biology major

"Red food coloring powder on your tooth brush. You
think you're bleedii;ig from the mouth."
Daniel Tello, freshman biology major

"I was visiting Long Boat Key, Fla., which is a really
older, vacation home/retirement community. The
newspaper published that they were opening a new
Hooter's. We looked everywhere for it. We really
wanted some hot wings. Finally, we asked an older
gentleman where to find it and he told us it was an
April Fools' Day joke."
.
Lauren Carrier, second-year law student

"My son's mom called and told me she was pregnant,
then showed me a fake test. I almost had a heart attack.
It was the worst experience."
Dustin Hunt, sophomore biology major

"I've been broken up with on April Fools' Day. It's
happened to me twice. Once I got a break up text. Then
he called and said April Fool's."
Jessica Vitale, second-year law student
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FOOD PURCHASE .
Coupon MUST be presented at lime of ordering. This offer cannot be
combined with other offers, discounts, or specials; including 3Course
$12.99 / $16.99 menu offer and any other discounted or reduced price
special in partidpating T.G.I. Friday~® One coupon per table. Excludes
alcoholic beverages. One time use only. Not for resa le. Valid at all
participating T.GJ Friday's in Miami/Fort Lauderdale, Dade and Broward
Counties restaurants. For dine-in only, Not replaceable if lost or stolen.
Not valid with use of Promotional Gift Card or Value Card. No photocopies
accepted. Tax and gratuity not incl uded . Unless reQuired by law
certificate cannot be redeemed for cash or used •
to pay gratuities. Offer valid in the U.S. Not
valid on multiple kids meal purchases. No cash
value.© 2011 TGI Friday's Inc.
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PURCHASE OF $15 OR MORE
Coupon MUST be presented at time of ordering. This offer cannot be
combined with other offers, discounts, or specials; including 3Course
$12.99 / $16.99 menu offer and any olher discounted or reduced price
special in participating T.G.I. Friday's' One coupon per table. Excludes
alcoholic beverages. One time use only. Not lor resale. Valid at all
participating l.GJ Friday's in Miami/Fort Lauderdale, Dade and Broward
Counties restaurants. For dine-in only. Not replaceable if lost or stolen. Not
valid with use of Promotional Gift Card or Value Card. No photocopies
accepted. Tax and gratuity not included. Unless requi red by law certificate
cannot be redeemed for cash or used to pay
gratuities. Offer valid in the U.S. Not valid on
multiple kids meal purchases. No cash value.©
2011 TGI Friday's Inc.
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Coupon MUST be presented at time of ordering. This offer cannol be
combined with other offers, discounts, or specials; including 3 Course
$12.99 / $16.99 menu offer and any other discounted or reduced price
special in participating T.G.I. Friday~® One coupon per table. Excludes
alcoholic beverages. One time use only. Not for resale. Valid at all
participating 1.6.1. Friday's in Miami/Fort Lauderdale, Dade and Broward
Counties restauran ts. For dine-i n only. Not replaceable if lost or stolen.
Not valid with use of Promotional Gift Card or Value Card. No photocopies
acce pte d. Ta x and grat uit y not included. Un less reQu ired by law
cert1frcate cannot be redeemed for cash or used •
to pa y gratuities Offer valid 10 the US Not valid
on multiple kids meal purchases No cash value
FRiDAYS
© 2011 !GI Friday's Inc.
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alcoholic beverages. One time use only. Not for resale. Valid at all
participating T.G.I. Friday's in Miami/Fort Lauderdale, Dade and Broward I
Counties restaurants. Not replaceable if lost or stolen. Not valid with use of
Promotional Gift Card or Value Card. No photocopies accepted. Tax and I
gratuity not included. Unless reQuired by law certificate cannot be redeemed
for cashor used to pay gratu1t1es Offer valid mthe •
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